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Architectural
Look for
Allan Block
Retaining Walls
The AB Metropolitan
Collection offers a
Mid-Century Modern
Architectural Look.
Offering sharp, clean lines with strength
and durability, the AB Metropolitan line of
blocks will offer the same dependable
Allan Block system in this brand new look.

Retaining Walls

AB Metro
Classic

A Contemporary Style with an
Emphasis on Function AB Metropolitan
Create a Landscape to Encourage you to
Entertain the Outdoors.
With minimalistic aesthetics and smooth clean lines, the
AB Metropolitans focus is on functionality. This typical
mid-century modern style offers a solution for a variety
of wall applications, ranging from small residential to
large-scale commercial projects. The AB Metro Classic
will meet any design requirements while providing subtle
character that will perform for years to come.
Allan Block’s built-in features make retaining walls easy
to engineer and simple to build. These features make all
of the AB Collections the most efficient and reliable products on the market!

Whether you are building a
gravity wall or a reinforced wall
structure, the installation process
is exactly the same in all of our
retaining wall collections. Nothing
new to learn, same great product.

AB Metropolitan Collection

Offering a Timeless Minimalistic Style to Enhance Your Outdoor Living Space.

Allan Block Retaining Walls
Allan Block is a leading provider of patented
retaining wall systems. For over thirty years
Allan Block has been bringing innovative
products to the landscape community. We
can provide quality and performance to
any project with our complete line of products. You can be confident you are making the right choice with any Allan Block
product.

Visit our website at allanblock.com to find
detailed information on Allan Block’s other
collections, design ideas and installation, or
to locate your closest AB distributor for pricing, availability, color selection and much
more.
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